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PREFERENCES FOR CHOICE ORIENTED DATABASES (*)
by J. C. MOORE C1), W. B. RICHMOND ( 2 ) and A. B. WHINSTON ( 3 )
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Abstract. - In many instances, when people search a database, they are searching for a best
record instead ofa record with a particular set of characteristics. Using boolean queries to develop
a search strategy to find a best record has proven too difficult, especially for novice users. We
construct an optimal décision strategy for finding the best available alternative that takes into
account both the expected value of continued search and the cost of search. The optimal strategy
is intuitively appealing, and can be used as the basis for heuristics in more complex environments.
© Elsevier, Paris
Keywords: Data base, best record, optimal strategy.
Résumé. - Dans beaucoup de cas, lorsque des personnes effectuent des recherches dans une base
de données, elles recherchent en fait un meilleur enregistrement au lieu d'un enregistrement ayant un
ensemble particulier de caractéristiques. Vutilisation d'interrogations booléennes pour développer
une stratégie de recherche en vue de trouver un meilleur enregistrement s'est montrée trop difficile,
spécialement pour les utilisateurs novices. Nous construisons une stratégie de décision optimale pour
trouver la meilleure possibilité disponible qui prenne en compte à la fois la valeur moyenne de la
continuation de la recherche et le coût de celle-ci. La stratégie optimale est intuitivement attractive,
et peut être utilisée comme base d'heuristiques dans des situations plus complexes. © Elsevier, Paris
Mots clés : Base de données, meilleur enregistrement, stratégie optimale.
1. INTRODUCTION

With traditional database Systems people define a query in tenus of the
characteristics of the records they want to retrieve. The database management
System searches for records that match the desired characteristics exactly. In
many cases, however, people want the record representing the best available
alternative and not a record with a spécifie set of characteristics. These
cases include choosing products and services in electronic shopping Systems
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and selecting members for a project team from a personnel database. This
scenario is described more fully in Moore, Richmond and Whinston [4].
Searching choice oriented Systems requires understanding the user's
préférences and taking into account the cost of search. In many instances,
these databases will be very large and the user will be charged based on the
length of the search. The System must therefore make a tradeoff between
the expected gain from additional search and the expected cost from that
search. In réponse to the need for Systems that search for a best record and
incorporate the cost of search in the search process, Moore, Richmond and
Whinston [5] take an economie, décision theoretic approach to information
retrieval. They look at selecting the best record from a file. The file is
treated as a choice set, and the individual décision makers have préférences
over the records in the file. The individuals who want to access the file
must all use the same décision process or algorithm. The algorithm balances
the cost of computing against the value of further search. Under certain
restrictions on the searcher's and the individuals' utility functions, they are
able to construct an optimal algorithm for finding the best record in the file.
Moore et al.'s approach is limited by the restriction of the user's préférences
to two attributes.
In this paper, we extend the work of Moore, Richmond and Whinston [5]
by developing an optimal search algorithm for a database with n attributes.
We integrate the décision problem with the database system by viewing
the retrieval process (algorithm) as a formalization of part of the database
user's décision strategy. Taking this decision-theoretic approach enables
us to incorporate the user's préférences and values when evaluating and
selecting a retrieval algorithm. In our approach, the net value of retrieving
a particular record dépends on the user's information and the cost to the
user (in dollars or mental effort) of the retrieval process. Different retrieval
algorithms may, therefore, retrieve different records in response to the same
query. We use a décision model that incorporâtes the cost of the décision
process in determining an optimal décision, and we model décision making
as a two-stage process-gathering information and selecting an alternative.
We draw upon an economie model [3] commonly used in marketing [1],
and we model the users' préférences over the records with an additive,
linear function of the attributes. The users know the available attributes, but
they do not know which alternatives have which attributes. When the users'
believe that each alternative is equally likely to have each attribute, and that
the existenee of any attribute is independent of the existenee of any other
Recherche opérationnelle/Opérations Research
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attribute, the optimal search strategy is to examine the attributes in decreasing
order of their importance to the user. This search strategy is optimal because
it maximizes the user's expected utility minus his or her expected search
costs. Examining an attribute is logically equivalent to using an inverted
file to détermine which alternatives (records) have a particular attribute. The
process of examining attributes ends when the expected cost of obtaining
more information outweighs the value of obtaining the information.
The optimal process described above dépends on the individual. Each user
will have his or her own retrieval algorithm that is based on individual
préférences. The structure of the algorithm is common across individuals,
however, and can be implemented in a database management System. In
addition, the algorithm does not require a common, system-wide similarity
measure as is used in some Systems, and obtaining a functional représentation
of the user's préférences can be accomplished using self-explicated weights
or various forms of conjoint analysis [2],
This paper is divided into four sections. In Section 2, we present the
décision model that is the basis for this work. In Section 3 we construct an
optimal décision strategy, and in Section 4, we conclude with a discussion
of extensions of this work.
2. MODEL

We conceptualize the choice problem by using a décision model that is
implemented within the context of a database System. We model the set of
alternatives as a database and the retrieval algorithm as a décision process.
When faced with a choice problem, such as which car to buy or which
set of employees to assign to a project, the database user wants to select
the best available record from the database. We assume that there are m
records in the database, each represented by n attributes, and the décision
maker's payoff is a function of the attributes of the record selected. This
view of the choice problem is consistent with the economie model proposed
by Lancaster [3], consumer choice models used in marketing [1] and the
psychological models proposed by Tversky [8, 9], thus merging the fields of
économies, marketing, psychology and database retrieval.
When faced with a choice problem, a database user usually needs to
gather information about the possible alternatives. Database Systems provide
a natural place to store information on the alternatives, and the query process
naturally embodies the search strategy. When gathering information, the
database management System should make a tradeoff between the value
vol. 32, n° 1, 1998
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or accuracy of the décision and the cost of acquiring and processing the
information, including the cost of making the choice. In gênerai, the user
does not want to pay for complete information on the alternatives before
evaluating and selecting the final choice. There is a tradeoff between the cost
of obtaining more information and the expected improvement in the choice
that may result from the additional information. As an example, envision
a user searching a database to find a used car. The user's idéal choice is
a 1964 red, convertible, E-type Jaguar that costs nothing, and he or she
has found a 1964, red, convertible, E-type Jaguar that costs one dollar. It
is unlikely that getting more information on the other available cars will
resuit in a better choice.
To explore the process of searching a database for a best record, we use
the Moore and Whinston [6, 7] choice model, which explicitly accounts for
the tradeoff between the cost and the value of additional information. In the
model a choice, D, is a function of eight parameters.
D - {X, 0, £>, w, A, {Ma\a G A}, c, r)
where:
Xis the state space. It represents the set of possible database instantiations.
x G X is one database instantiation.
<f> is a probability distribution over the set of possible states of the world,
X - (f> (x) represents the probability that x is the true state (Le., that x is the
actual database instantiation in use). We use the probability distribution over
the set of possible database instantiations to construct a retrieval algorithm
that maximizes the net expected payoff for searching an arbitrary database
instantation.
D is the set of possible final décisions or choices. Hère, it is the set of
alternatives represented by the records in the database. The user will choose
one record, d. The record chosen dépends on the database management
System's response to the user query (Le., it dépends on the search process
the database management System uses).
u) is a function of the true state of the world (the database instantiation), x,
and the record(s), d, the database management System returns in response to
the query. Each individual user has his or her own u; (x, d), which represents
the user's préférences over the alternatives in the database.
A is the set of information gathering actions. It represents the available
computations and comparisons. Each a e A results in a signal or response.
In this case, each action, a G A, is similar to an inverted file lookup that
Recherche opérationnelle/Opérations Research
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identifies the records having a particular attribute, and the signal is the set
of records having the particular attribute. Note that we are concerned with
the logical search strategy. Implementing each action need not be done with
an inverted file lookup.
{Ma} is the partition of the state space resulting from action a.
{Ma} = {Ma, i,..., M a 7 / ( a )} where 77 (a) is the number of possible signais
resulting from action a. In this case, 77 (a) is the number of possible
responses from an inverted file lookup. Each M a ^ represents the set of
possible database instantiations whose records have values for attribute a
corresponding to those identified as the i-th possible response to action a.
c is a fonction of the information actions, where c (a) is the cost to the
user of executing action a. In this context, c is the cost of an (logical)
inverted file lookup. If the user is charged for using the System, then c is a
dollar cost; otherwise, c is the dollar cost of the user's time and the mental
cost of using the System.
r is the maximum number of attributes the database management System
can examine to solve the query.
The goal is to détermine an information and décision strategy (retrieval
algorithm), a, that maximizes il (a) - F (a), where:
a defines the séquence of logical inverted file accesses used to answer
the query. More formally, a is a séquence of actions that partition the state
space. At each element of a partition a (possibly different) action is specified.
For each element of the final partition, a détermines the records the database
management System will display.
il is the value of the strategy, a, to the user. It is the sum over all possible
database instantiations of the probability of a particular instantiation times
the value to the user of the record(s) retrieved for the query under strategy a.
il is the gross expected value of the strategy a.
F is the gross expected cost of the strategy a. It is the sum over all
possible database instantiations of the probability of a particular instantiation
multiplied by the cost of retrieving the record(s) to answer the query under
strategy a.
The following définition introduces the majority of the terminology used
throughout this paper. Figure 1 highlights the key ternis.
DÉFINITION 2.1: A décision strategy a is représentée by a séquence ofr + 1
pairs, a = ((Bi, ai),..., (B r +i, 6)} where:
vol. 32, n° 1, 1998
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Bt is a partition of the state space and is termed an information structure
(Bf = {Bj} = {Bi, i?2, -•-, Bi»}) and is defined by the logical invertedfile
look ups performed. Each Bi is a set of states.
Bi is the entire state space (i.e., Bi = X).
at defines the action taken at the t-th step of the search strategy
on each element of the partition Bj. at : B t —• A. For example, let
Bt — {Bi, i?2, Bs} and let the function at (Bt) be given by at (Bi) = 0,
&t (B2) = 0, at (B$) = 3. The at (Bt) corresponds to taking no informationacquisition action at step t if the true state is an element of B\ or B% and
taking experiment 3 if the true state is an element of B$.
L(CL, B) is a set of sets of states, It is the partition resulting from taking
experiment a on partition element B. 1 (a, B) = {Ma} n B,
6 defines the final décision made after the information gathering process.
6 : Br_|_i —> D. It defines the record(s) presented to the user in response
to an query.
Q (er) = \ ^ \^ <f) (x) CJÜ (#, d), where d is the décision taken when the
information-gathering strategy ends in partition element B.
ir(B)C(B),
where C (B) is the cost of executing the
experiments that resuit in partition element B, and n (B) is the probability of
the true state being in partition element B. This is the cost the user expects
to pay to query the database.
In the database formulation of the choice problem, the éléments of the
state space, X, are database instantations represented b y m x n matrices,
Z, where there are m records or alternatives, each represented by a row
of Z; and there are n attributes, represented by the columns of Z, which
the alternatives may posses. The user's préférences over the records are
represented by u (#, d), where d is one of the m rows and o; is a function of
the n attributes. Since there is a cost to obtaining the information, the user
may not want the database management System to examine all the attributes,
so the user's préférence for an alternative must be estimated. We want to find
an optimal retrieval algorithm, given an individual's préférence function, eu,
and assuming that the final choice maximizes expected utility.
3. OPTIMAL SEARCH STRATEGY
In this section, we look at the optimal strategy for selecting a record
from a database. We assume that the database user's préférences over the
Recherche opérationnelle/Opérations Research
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= {ao,a.,a1}={Ö,l,2}

M21 = { X | , X 4 , X 7 , X J O , X | 3 , X I 6 }

M22 - {XÎ, x s , Xe, xi 1, X H , X17}

Figure

1. -

Décision

Strategy.

records are represented as an additive, linear (utility) function of the records'
attributes. The user enters this function as the basis for his or her query. Each
record either has or does not have a particular attribute, and the existence
of an attribute is independent of the existence of any other attribute. The
database management System obtains the information needed to respond to
the query by testing a column (attribute) of the database. The resuit of a
column experiment is a list of the records that have the tested attribute. This
type of strategy is similar to using inverted files to search a database.
Figure 2 represents a strategy for a database with three records and six
attributes. When the user submits a query, the database management System
has no information to détermine a response. This is represented by the empty
box at the left of Figure 2. To solve the query, the database management
System examines attribute A. The possible results from examing attribute A
are shown in the column of boxes labeled 1. The actual resuit dépends on
the database instantiation.
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If in the database all records have attribute Si (represented by
?i <V> So SA SK Se

), or none of the records have attribute Si (represented

by
), the database management System will gather
more information bef ore responding to the query; otherwise, it will respond
to the query after examining attribute S\.
When all of the records or none of the records have attribute Si, the next
attribute examined is attribute 52. The results from examining attribute S% are
shown in the two columns labeled 2. If all records have both attribute Si and
attribute 52, or if none of the records have either attribute Si or attribute S2,
then before answering the query, the database management system gathers
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more information. In both cases, it examines attribute £3. The results of
examining attribute £3 are shown in the two columns labeled 3. Finally, if
none of the records have any of the attributes Si, 52 or 53, then the database
management System examines a final attribute, attribute S4. Note that even
if none of the records have any of these attributes, the database management
system will not gather any more information bef ore responding to the query.
The strategy depicted in Figure 2 is not necessarily an optimal strategy.
We will refer to the figure throughout this section to explain the lemmas,
propositions, theorems and their proofs.
Formally,
D = (X, 4>, D, w, A, {Ma\a G A}, c, r)
where:
• X = {Z}, the set of possible database instantiations (m x n matrices).
For each z G {Z} : x{ is the i-th record (row of z). xj is the j-th attribute
(column of z), and Xij G {0, 1} for i = 1,..., m and j = 1,..., n. If
Xij = 1, the i-\h record has attribute j . If x^ = 0, the i-th record does
not have attribute j .
. <f>(z) = l / 2 m n . We also assume that <f>{z\B) = 1/\B\ where B is any
subset of X and |J3| is the number of database instantiations in B, and all
database users believe this probability distribution. Note that we are assuming
the probability of x^ = 1 is 1/2 for all i and j .
• D = {xi.,..., xm.} where Xi. is the i-th record.
n

•uj(x,d)

= 'y^Uj Xdj where Uj is the value or weight placed on
3=1

attribute j . Each user will have an individual payoff function, which will
differ in the weights, Ujy placed on the attributes.
• A — {0, 1,..., n}. Experiment j G {1,..., n) returns the values for
attribute j for all records. Experiment 0 implies do nothing-gather no more
information. We also will make use of A* = {1,..., n}, the set of non-null
experiments.
• {Ma\a G A} = {M a i,..., Ma2™}- Each Maj corresponds to the set
of database instantiations having one of the 2 m possible vector values for
attribute a.
• c is constant for all experiments.
vol. 32, n° 1, 1998
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• r > n, the maximum number of inverted file lookups, is greater than or
equal to the number of attributes. This ensures that we are able to examine
all attributes, if it is economical to do so.
The optimal strategy turns out to be both simple and obvious. However,
proving that this strategy is optimal is difficulL Additionally, the strategy
is optimal only under the limited conditions specified above. At each step
the database management system checks the attribute with the highest utility
value for the particular user or stops. The system stops examining columns
(attributes) when the expected value of continuing the search exceeds the
expected cost. This stopping rule is not myopie. It is possible for it to be
suboptimal to check the next attribute, but valuable to check the next 2 (or
3 or 4 or...) attributes. We use induction to prove that the optimal décision
strategy examines the attributes in decreasing order by their weight.
• We first show that the last attribute examined on any branch of the
optimal strategy must be the attribute with the highest remaining value (Le.,
of all the attributes not yet examined in processing the query, the database
management system uses the attribute the user values the most to select the
record to complete the query).
• We then show that if the second to the last attribute examined, k9 has a
lower weight than the last attribute examined, k\ then following a strategy,
a', that examines attribute k when a examines kl and examines attribute kf
when a examines k, does not lower the user's expected payoff.
• We complete the proof by showing that if the (k + l)-st through last
(r-th) attributes used in the solving the query are examined in decreasing
order of their weight, UJ, and at each level, & + 1,..., r, either the no attribute
is examined and the query is completed, or the database management system
examines attribute a1 for i G {k + 1,..., r } . Then if the value of attribute k
is less than the value of attribute k + 1 (Le., uu < Ufc+i), then following a
strategy, a', that examines attribute k when a examines k + 1 and examines
attribute k + l when a examines k, does not lower the user's expected payoff.
3.1. Optimal search strategy proof
To begin, define the set of possible outcomes from examining an attribute
as O.
DÉFINITION

3.1:

O = {6 = (6 aï ..., bm)\bi e {0, 1}, i = 1,..., m}
Recherche opérationnelle/Opérations Research
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We can use O to refer to any partition element, B, arrived at by a strategy, a.
B = {x.j)3eJ*

for (x.j) e O\ and t = #J*,

where:
• x.j represents the j-th attribute vector (Le., it identifies the records that
have attribute j);
• J* = J ( S ) Ç A* E {1,»., ^} is the set of integers corresponding
to the attributes that have been examined in the process of arriving at the
information set 2?, so {X.J)JGJ* is the set of known attribute vectors.
• # J* is the number of attributes examined in the process of arriving at
the information set B.
By defining the complement of J*, we can easily express the expected
value of a record from any given information set, B,
DÉFINITION 3.2:

K*=A*\r.
We will also need a way to refer to the set of records that the database
management system would return in response to the query at any point in
the query process. We will call this set D* (B).
DÉFINITION 3.3:

D* (B) = {x% e D \ J 2 *ij ' U J >
j€J*

jeJ*

and dénote the known value of record i as u*,

To improve the compréhension of the following arguments, renumber the
records such that for every database instantiation in partition element B,
u\>u\>

... > u*m.

(1)

3.2. The last attribute
The first step is to show that in the optimal strategy, the last attribute
examined must have the highest weight of any available attribute. In
Figure 2, this applied to the attribute examined on the partition element
vol. 32, n° 1, 1998
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3 0 0
3 0 0
3 0 0
•Si

and the attribute examined on the partition element

q3 q ç 5 q

1 1
1 1
1 1
. In both cases, the experiment is the last experiment
taken on a branch of the strategy. According to the claim, if the strategy in
Figure 2 is optimal, then the user values attribute £4 more than attributes 5 5 ,
and 56, and the user values attribute S3 more than attributes 54, 5 5 and 56.
DÉFINITION

3.4: A strategy, a, weakly dominâtes a strategy, af, if

LEMMA 3.1: Let k designate the last attribute examined taken on a branch of
a strategy, a, so at (B) = k is such that t (B, k) = {JBI, ..., B2™} e Br+1.
Ifthere is an attribute kf such that kf g J (B) and uk* > uk then there is a
strategy af that weakly dominâtes the strategy a.

Proof of Lemma 3.1: Recall that the records in B are ordered in descending
order by their expected value {Le., u\ > u\ > ... > u* ). Define a' to be the
same strategy as a except that at (B) = kf in a'. Then:
T(af)

= r ( a ) , and

{a') - Çl (a)
Be&ï+

= E E
^ ^EEj ^ ( h + k> hi) + 2 k \
^E
m

X U

E ^ ^ (

u

+

x

u

)

max
ax K + nfc arw)} + - uk - - uk>
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-max(ul + ukxhi)}
h

~

Uk

>0 D
3.3. Second to last attribute

3
attributes examined after partition element 0

ooo

We want to show that if a is a strategy such that:
• the next to last attribute examined on some branch of a is k,
• on some partition éléments following from k the database management
System examines attribute k1',
• no attribute is examined after fc', and that
• the value of attribute k1 is greater than the value of attribute k,
then a is weakly dominated by a strategy a' that examines attribute k instead
of k1 and attribute kf instead of k. In Figure 2, this applies to the pair of

, andth
<73 .<?3 .<74

1
1
pair of attributes examined after the partition element 1
.Si Si S-, SA
0
0
0
In Figure 2, when B* corresponds to
, then
corresponds to attribute S3 and kf corresponds to attribute 54. The claim
states that if the user places more weight on attribute S4 than on attribute
S$, then the strategy depicted in Figure 2 is weakly dominated.
3.2: Let a be a strategy such that for some B* G B g we have:
1. aq(B*) = k

LEMMA

2. c(B*,k) =
3. aq+i(Bi)

{BU...,B2~}

e {O,kf},

i = l,...,2m

4. L{BU kf) G B r + 1
5. uy > uk,
Then a is weakly dominated.
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The proof shows that the change in the value of switching stratégies is
non-negative. To prove this, note that on those partition éléments where no
attribute is examined after k9 switching to strategy af can only resuit in a
gain. On the partition éléments where attributes k and kf are taken, switching
to a1 may resuit in a loss of value. The proof starts by partitioning the set
of possible signais from examining attribute k m a into those signais after
which no more attributes are examined and those after which attribute kf
is examined. Note that a signal is just a list of the records in the database
that have the examined attribute. This allows us to eliminate terms and
show that for any response to examining attribute k, the value gained from
switching to attribute k! on the partition éléments where another attribute is
not examined is at least as great as the loss on the partition éléments where
both k and k1 are examined.
Proof of Lemma 3.2: Define L as the set of vectors resulting from
experiment k in a (or experiment k1 in af) such that no experiment is
taken on the resulting partition element.

O D L = {xk = Oi,..., xm) e O| For (x.j}jeJ* xk:aq+i (B) = 0}

O') - n W = 2 5 T ^ | max «

+ uk> xhi) + - uk \

\uk]
iel,

J€O
=

2 ^ 5 ^ 1m ^ X (ub +
i€L

Uk Xhi

'

^ + 2 Uk f
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^ 5 Z | mfeaX (Uh + UkXhi^>+ 2Uk' \
mx
+ u Xhi + Wcf

X! ^ ( ^ *

Note that
-i

2^i

m

<^\uh^Uk>%hi

^€O/L i

X^ X^ ( +

+ Uk

'

so the terms cancel. Also note that

^T XI X^ (
^ X I X I m^X (U*h + Wcf X/i2 + Uk'
so these terms can be added back in, and we have:
Q (a') -fi(<r)
=

2 ^ X I 1 m^ax (uft + Uk' Xhi">+ 2 Ufc f
+ 22^" X^ X I m^x (ufe + Uk' Xfli
" 2 ^ X^ j m^x (ufc + nfc Xft«) + 2 Wfc/ f
UkXhi + Uk

'
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Reversing the sums, we get:

ft (a') - Ü {a)

Yl Y

+Uk Xhi + Uk

'

(

2^ I ] { ^ (u*+ Uk ^ +
So we need to prove that for arbitrary L (specifically, any ï), we have:
max {ui + Ufc' a:fei) + - uk + — Y^ max (u^ + nfc xhi + u
jeo

~uk' + — Y] max (u*h + u^ xfei + uk xh])

max
h

£

£

_

h.

This is true if for all i the following is true:
1
1
max (ui + u^ Xhi) + 7: uk - max (uh + uk Xh%) + 7: v>kf
h
z
h
z
1 ^-^
*
— öm Zs l m a x \uh + ufc' ^/i* + v
— max (it^ + Uk Xhi + Ufc' ^ j ) }
h

We can rearrange the second term of the inequality to get:
—- Y2 ( m a x (uh + uk' xhi + Uk xhj) - max (u*h + uk xhi + uk< xhj)}
tl

Z

tl

jeo
1
= - [max (ui + uk' x^) + wfc - max (uft + w^ Xh%) + Uk*]
2

h

h
^fc/

Xhi

+

W

max (ui + uk xhi + uk' xhj)]
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where h* is the alternative that maximizes m a x ( ^ + uk> Xhi) and where
h

h^ is the alternative that maximizes max(u£ + UkXhi )- So we now need
h

to show that for all i we have:
- [max (u*h + uk> xhl) - max (u*h + uk xhi)]
La

h
Uk

'

Xhi

+

Uk

Xhi

+

jeo\h*j=o
h

+

Uk

There are three possible cases,
i:
^ -h u^ x^) and max(u£ + ukxhi) are maximized by the same
h

h

alternative h, and h is the first alternative in vector i with a 1. Now the sums
are over the same set of vectors {Le., h* j is the same as hJ j).
So we want to show:
2K' "

u

k)
Xhi

jeo\h*j=o
- max
uk xhi

• Xhj)

h

The term:
i + uk xhj) - max (n^ + uk xhi + ufc/ xhj)

max (u*h
h

h

is maximized when Xhi = 1 and Xhj = 0, so we have:
1
2

1
> —

- uk) > 0

2:

max(ii£ +

i) and m a x ( ^ +
hi) are maximized by the same
h
alternative h, and that h is the first alternative. Additionally, xn = 0.
In this case, we have:
h

w* > u*h + rtfc/ X/J2 for ail /i,
vol. 32, n° 1, 1998
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so we need to show:
*
1

I
I( *
. } _ * _ ! . _ ! ( •
2
2
* 2
2
> 2_ r y max<«* + «fc, xh- + wfc ^ •)
jeo\k*j=o
max (u^ + wju x^ + ^j

We have:
max (ui + ufc x^i + uk> xhj)

(3)

m X

^ ^^ +Uk'

2 t ^

since the /i that maximizes the right hand side of Equation 4 must be either
h = 1 or some h* such that Xh*% — 1 and x ^ ^ = 1. This is by Equation 2.
Case 3:
( £ + u^ Xhi)

an<

h

3 max(ii^ + UkX^i) are maximized by different
h

alternatives h* and h*. This implies that /i* is the first alternative with a 1
in vector i, and /i^ is alternative 1.
In this case, we have:
Wj > % + Uk x^ for all /i,

and xi« = 0

+ itfci xh*i > ui + Wfc' Xhi for all /i,

and XHH = 1

So we need to show:
1

r *

2 [ufe* + ^

- 2 ^ t 5 Z m^x (w^ + Uk' Xhi
max « + wfc x/,, +
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We can break up the second part of the équation to get:

xhi+ukxhi)

2m
3eo\

jeo\

h*j=o
Alj=0

Alj=l

xhj)
jeo\
O=o

jeo\
Ah*j=0

The first and third terms on the right hand side are equal, so they cancel. The
second and fourth terms can be rewritten based on the alternative chosen.
Bef ore doing so, note that the j ' s in each of these terms can be paired. The
pairs of vectors are identical, except in one, h* j — 1 and 1 j = 0 and in the
other, h* j = 0 and l j = 1. So we have:

max {ul +uk> xhi+uk xhj)- ^ max
jeo\
Alj=0

vol. 32, n° 1, 1998
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1
2™

J€O|
h*j=O
Alj-0
A/i=l

j€O|
h*j=O
Alj=l
Ah-h*

i€O|
lj=O

J€O|
A/i*jf=l

Ah=h*

A/i-1

Ah=h"${l,hm}

< - [ < , + uk, - ui]

3,4. Arbitrary attribute
The last attribute case and the second to last attribute case were proven
for arbitrary search stratégies. The induction step is true only for optimal
stratégies, so the proof is more involved. We want to look at examining an
arbitrary attribute and show that if a is a strategy such that:
• for some set of database instantiations, B*, a examines attribute k;
• for the substrategies, a (Bi), that foliow from the partition éléments in
i (B*> fc), the attributes are examined in descending order of their value;
• on the partition éléments that follow from experiment k the database
management System examines attribute kf or stops and answers the query;
and that
Recherche opérationnelle/Opérations Research
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• the user values attribute k1 more than attribute k,
then a is weakly dominated by a strategy a' that examines attribute k when a
examines kf and examines attribute kf when a examines k. In Figure 2, this
applies to both the initial state, where the database management system has no

information for answering the query, and to the state
There are two cases for this proof. The first is where examining an
attribute is valuable by itself, and the second is where examining an attribute
is valuable only in conjunction with the rest of the strategy. For the first
case, we:
1. Show where the two stratégies, a and a\ will resuit in partition éléments
where the database management system will return the same record(s), and
therefore have equal value. We do this as follows:
(a) Show that stopping after examining attributes k and kf implies one
alternative in the query response must have attribute k*\
(b) Define the partition éléments that have records in the query response
with both attributes k and &';
(c) Calculate the number of partition éléments, B, that have records in the
query response with both attributes k and kl\ and
(d) Show that for these partition éléments, no more information is obtained
{Le., after examining attributes k and k\ the database management system
answers the query, and at least one of the records in the query response
has both attributes).
2. Calculate the minimum différence in the value of the two stratégies.
Define L as the set of vector values that occur from examining attribute k
in <T, such that no attributes are examined after than value is obtained.
DÉFINITION 3.5:

L = {x.fc e O\B e B t , whereS = (x.j}j£j*,

x.k

and

a t + i (B) = 0}

In Figure 2, for k defined as attribute Si and S G Bi being the state where
the database management system has no information for answering the query,
L = {(1, 1, 0 ) r , (1, 0, 1) T , (0, 1, 1) T , (1, 0, 0) T , (0, 1, 0 ) r , (0, 0, 1) T ,}
vol. 32, n° 1, 1998
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If the true database instantiation is such that any of these are true, then
the database management system will answer the query after examining
attribute S\.
Now partition L, the set of vectors after which experiment ag+i = 0 in a,
based on the first record to have attribute k.
DÉFINITION

3.6:

L = Li UL 2 U . . . U L #
where
ï-h = {xfe e L\xlik = 0,..., Xi-lik = 0,
Xi,h = 1) #i',fc e {0, 1}, % - i + 1,..., m}

So for a database with three records, Li Ç {(1, 1, 1), (1, 1, 0),
(1, 0, 1), (1, 0, 0)}; L 2 C {(0, 1, 1), (0, 1, 0)}; L 3 Ç {(0, 0, 1)}. In
Figure 2, for the case described above, Li = {(1, 1, 0), (1, 0, 1), (1, 0, 0)};
L 2 - {(0, 1, 1), (0, 1, 0)}; and L 3 = {(0, 0, 1)}. This will help define
where changing stratégies has no effect, a positive effect and a négative
effect on the expected value of the query response.
Define the value of examining an attribute conditional on the existing
information as i/(k, B).
DÉFINITION 3.7: Given that the database management system has examined
# J* attributes, the expected value of examining one more attribute, k $ J*}
is:

v (fc, B) = ^2^h

1
[Ah +vk] - - u j f c - c,

h=i

where équivalence class, h, h G 1,..-, r* has n^ records and the expected
utility of any record in class h is greater than the expected utility of any
record in class h + 1. A^ is the différence between the value of équivalence
class h and équivalence class 1 (Le., A/> = u\ ~ u* where Xj is a member
of the h-th équivalence class). r* is the largest number such that Ah + uk
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is non-negative. ^ is the probability that the expected value of the choice
set will be increased by [A^ + u&],

We use the following lemma to bound the expected gain resulting from
using strategy af instead of strategy a. It says that if the database management
System examines two attributes k and k1 and then stops and answers the
query, then at least one record in the query response has attribute k.
LEMMA

3 3 : Let a be a strategy such that for some B* G B g we have:

1. aq(B*) = k
2. i/(fe, B*) > 0
3. i{B\k)

-

{B1,...,B2-}
G {0,*/}, * = l > - > 2 n

4. aq^{Bi)

5. For some B{ where aq+\ (B{) = 0, arjfc = 0 for ail x%. G Z? (x.jfe; JB*)
r/zen a w weakly dominated.
Proof of Lemma 3.3: Let S ' G ^ ( S * , A;) be such that aq+i (B') = 0
and Xik = 0 for ail x% G D* (B*), then we want to show that
i/(fc, 5*) > 0 => z/(A;', S ' ) > 0. This implies that there is a strategy
a1 with ûg+i (-B') = fc; that dominâtes cr.

n

1

- I2

[A/, + ttfc] - 2 «fc -

c

uk] - c
i=2
k

'^ ~C

<"(*', B')
where ml is the number of records that satisfy A/> +
negative. D
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In Figure 2, let B* be represented by li
I, so aq (B*) =
£2 and aq+\ (.Bj) G {0, £3}. According to the lemma, the strategy a
.<7i <?o

is dominated because in the partition element 11 0
|? n o
record has attribute S2, but using this strategy, the database management
System will not examine attribute S3 before answering the query.
Now recall that the set of records in an arbitrary database instantiation
in 5 * is ordered so that

«Î > «$ >... > u*m.
Also assume a lexicographie rule for determining the record the database
management system will return. This implies that if the expected utility of x%.
equals the expected utility of XJ., then the database management system will
return x%. as the answer to the query if and only if i < j . Using lemma 3.3,
we can prove the following proposition, which identifies the records in the
query response with an associated Lh.
PROPOSITION 3.1: Assume

B~

(x.j)j€j*x.k,

ar.* G O \ L

and Xik = 1, then for those B1 G i{B% k1), where B' = (x.j
and x.k> G Li, we have XJ. G D* (Bf).
Proof of Proposition 3,1: The proposition follows if:
v>* + Uk + Uk» > u*h + Uk Xhk + Uk*

for h = 1,..., m.

There are two cases.
1. h < i => ui > u*
2. h > % ^

u\ > ui

Case 1: h < % =>• u*h > u*
By the définition of L/> Xhk> = 0. By Lemma 3.3 and the définition of :
n*

uk
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Case 2: h > i =ï u* > ut
—

i

u* + uk + uk> -u*h-uk

ii

xhk - uk' xhk< >u*-u*-ul>0

D

Next we examine those cases where both stratégies a and a' resuit in
the same query response, even though the database management System has
examined different attributes and has different knowledge of the database
contents. To examine these cases, assume the database management System
uses a retrieval algonthm based on strategy <x, and the set of possible
database instantiations is defined as
B1 = (x.j)jej*

x.kx.k>,

where x.k G O / L ,

and x.k> G L&.

In these cases, if the database management System uses a retrieval algorithm
based on strategy a'\ the set of possible database instantions will be defined as
Bn = (x.j)jej*

xnk, xnk,

where xnk, — x.k,

and xnk = x.kr

and where xuik> — 1 and x"k = 1. This implies that using a and
returning record X{ gives the user an expected utility of u (xi\ B , #.&/, x.k).
Using strategy af and returning x% gives the user an expected utility of
u{xi\ B, x.k, x.k') and u{x%\ B, x.k>, x.k) -u(xi\
J5, x.k, x.k>) = 0.
For these partition éléments, we show that if a record would be in
the database management System's response to the query after examining
attribute kf and if that record has both attributes kf and k and if the records
having attribute kl are given by x.k' e L in a, then the database management
System will not examine any more attributes to détermine the query response.
3.2: Let a be a strategy such that for some B* G B^ we have:

PROPOSITION

•aq(B*)

= k

• v(k,B*) > 0
•i(B*,k)

= {Bi,...,B 2 «}

•<*q+!(Bi)

•t(Bi,k>)

G {0, kf), i = l , . . . , 2 n

= {flî,...,flj n }

• at ( 5 j ) G {0, t}
• ut > ut+i
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Ifê

= {x.j)jç.j* x.kx.k> e t{Bi, kf), where:

• x.k e o/L.
• x.k> e L.
and if xz G D* (Ê) is such that:
• Xik

=

• Xik'

=

1.
1.

Then B G B r + i .
Proof of Proposition 3.2: By assumption, we know that the expected value
of any substrategy that takes an experiment on a partition of the form
B = (x.j)jej* x.k for x.jc G L is less than zero. Therefore, the expected
value of taking an experiment on a partition of the form Bf = {x.j)jej* x.k>
for x.k G L is less than zero.
Rewrite Ê as Ê = {x,j)jej* x.& x.k for x.& G L and x.k £ O\L and
assume that xik ~ 1, x^ — 1 and x% G J5* (B). The expected value of
taking any experiment on B must be less than or equal to the expected
value of taking any experiment on Bf, since the value of taking experiments
sterns from their ability to alter the choice set. In Ê, the element in the
choice set has a value of u* + uk + uk>\ whereas in B\ the value of an
element in the choice set is u* + uk and the value of X{k> is unknown. All
alternatives other than x% in B are no closer, and possibly further (by uk)
from the value of x% than in Bf, so it is less likely that expérimentation
will change the choice set. D
Proposition 3.2 characterizes cases where it is optimal to stop examining
atüïbutes after examining attribute kf. The next lemma spécifies the number
of possible database instantiations where it is optimal to stop and answer
the query after examining attribute kf.
3.8: Define O as the number of éléments in O; L as the number
of éléments in L and L^ as the number of éléments in L^
DÉFINITION

3.4: There are (1/2 O — L/ l )L/ l partition éléments B1 =
{x.j)jej* x.k x.k' with x.k G O\L and x.k1 £ L/*, where xtk — 1 and
Xi^ = 1 and where xi G D* (Bf). For each of these B', there exist in o1 a
LEMMA

B

" = {%'j)jeJ* x-k' %%

x

"k> = x-k,

x"k = x-kr

and where x^, — 1 and xnik = 1. For h — 1,..., HRecherche opérationnelle/Opérations Research
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Proof of Lemma 3.4:
•t(B*,k)

-

{B L ,..,B 2 »}

•#*(£*,*) = Ö
• Prfofc = 1) = 1/2 => #{£!, E

L_(B*,

k)\xlk = 1} = 1/2Ü.

By the définition of L&, on exactly L^ of these B{ we have a 9 +i (f?j) = 0,
so they are not of interest. On the remaining Bi, we have aq+\ (B{) = k*'.
For those J3?;, such that aq+\ (i?i) = &', we are only interested in those
where x.k> G L. Of these Bi of interest, exactly L^ have x^ — 1, by the
définition of L^. G
Using the previous propositions and lemmas, we can prove the induction
step for Case 1.
Induction Step: Let a be as strategy such that for some B* G B^ we have:
1. aq(B*) = k
2. i/(fe, 5*) > 0
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

t(B*,k) =
{BU...,B2~}
a g + i ( 5 i ) G {0,*'}, i = l , . . , 2 n
i{Bukf)
= {Si,...,B5 B }
a* {B)) E {0, ^} /or j = 1,..., 2 n and for t > q + 1
ut > ut+i for t > q + 1

8. Ufc/ > Ufc.

r/ien a Ï5 weakly dominated.
In the proof, we show that fï (a') — fi (er) > 0. We do this by showing
that the value gained from switching stratégies is bounded from below by

and the value lost is bounded from above by

which is due to the preceding proposition. Thus, the value gained is greater
than or equal to the value lost. We are now done with Case 1.
Proof of Induction Step:
3.4.1. Définition of af
If aq(B{) = kf for all i, then we are done. B ^ + 1 — B ^ j , so
Cl (a) = Q (er'). Since the cost of the experiments is uniform, F (er) = F (<T').
vol 32, n° 1, 1998
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So assume that aq+\ (Bi) = 0 for some % E {1,..., 2n}. Also assume that
if ag+i (Bi) = 0 then no experiment was taken because the expected value
of taking another experiment was less than zero. If this assumption does not
hold, then we can replace a with a strategy an where the assumption does
hold, and where the expected payoff from <r" is greater than the expected
payoff from a.
Define a1 to be the same strategy as a except in af, and we have:
• a 9 ( 5 * ) - k'
k

(Bi) = kf

if in a
where

Bi = (x.j]

x.k<

and

aq+i(Bl) =
0 if in a
where
Anrj

B\ = (x.j)jçj* x[k,
Bi = {x.j)3eJ*x.k
«/

if cr

_ «T

5*-/ ~ (x h) ' j* x1 , x/

Jh,
where

a(B))

B

)

G O\L

€O\Lx'k,

and
and

x[k = X.k

if

4

where

x[k e O\L

— \%-h)j £j* X. k

x-k'

G O\L

-k' = X.k'

X

=

(x.h)}Çj ,x

'k'A

x[k,
eO\Lx[keL
B] = (x.h)jeJ* x.kx.k
x[k e O\L a/fc/ G L

and
x'fc, = x.fc
Given this définition of a', we have:
fî (c/) — $1 (cr)

(5)
(6)
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E
B'eBH.i(B)|fl={a;.J-)j6,(B.)i.i/i.t;i.t/6O\Li.t€O\L

<f>(x)u(x,6(B'))

E

(7)

X,xk;x.<zO\l,xke-L

c/>(x)u(x,6(B'))

Y,4>(x)u(x,6(B))

(9)

E
~ —•""

X ¥

"

^

V T

(10)

1

(a;)a;(x, 6 (B ))

B'eB r+1

(B)\B=(x.i)jejiB,)x.kx.h,;x.keO\Lx.k,€lj

E

B'eB + 1 (B)|B=(x> i e J ( e*)a-('-Et;a;fc'€O\LiteL
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E
.

L I

O -

where équation 13 is due to Lemma 3.3.
LEMMA 3.5: Let B G B ? . If experiment k is taken on B and x ^ = 1 for
some x% e £>* (B), then v (ƒ, Bf) < v (ƒ, S ) /or a// Bf G i ( 5 , fe) such
that xik = 1 ûrtd i ' ^ J* U fc.
Proof of Lemma 3.5:
First order the alternatives in 5 by their expected value. Then v (j, B)
is given by:

where m! is the highest numbered alternative such that u*n, + UJ >
Therefore
B

v(j,

) -v(j,

=

B!)

2 ^ 2 [2J

"A

^ ' 22 Uj

~c

m"
m

" 1 ru 71 " 1

1

ft=i

L
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since the known value of the h-th element in Bf is less than or equal to the
known value of the h-th element of B plus UJ , the différence between the h-th
element and the first element is less in Bf than it is in B for h = 1, ...m. D
For Case 2 there are two possibilities. The first possibility is that
v(k,B)
< 0 and v{kf,B)
< 0, but there is a joint strategy using
experiments k and kf with a positive expected value. The second possibility
is that v{k, B) < 0 and v(kl, B) > 0. This second possibility reduces to
Case 1, so we consider only the first scenario and show that L / O > 1/2,
which implies that it is optimal to switch experiments.
From Lemma 3.5 it is easy to see that experiment kf will only be taken on
those éléments of t(B, k) where x%k — 0 for ail x% G D* (B). In addition,
no experiment will be taken on the partition element Bf = {x.j)jej* x.\~
where x.k is the vector of all Os. This implies that L / O > 1/2, since the
number of vectors where x^ = 0 is 1/2. In addition, there are the (O — L) 2
partition éléments that are the same under both stratégies. So we have
Q,

— ft (<r) > = - (ufc' — Uk)
O^
(O-L)O-(O-L)2

(<T')

ü2
_ E 1 ï f Z_
by Lemma 3.5.
4. CONCLUSION

By treating queries as choice problems, the database system becomes
responsible for evaluating the alternatives and presenting a manageable set
of information that is relevant to the choice problem. The retrieval strategy
presented in this paper is orthogonal to the search strategy typically examined
in the economie literature, but it conforms to décision stratégies described in
the behavioral psychology literature. Unlike traditional retrieval algorithms,
it balances the accuracy of the information with the cost of retrieving
appropriate data, which is particularly important for very large databases.
The optimal strategy developed in the paper dépends heavily on the
assumptions made at the beginning of Section 4. Changing the assumption
that all attributes exist with probability 1.2 to all attributes exist with
vol. 32, n° 1, 1998
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probability p has little effect on the strategy. At each step, the attribute that
maximized the net expected value would be examined. However, allowing
each attribute to have a probability different from the others destroys the
structure of the problem, and finding the best alternative will require the use
of heuristics. One potential heuristic for this case is to select the attribute
at each step that maximizes
/l-l

£

i/(*,B) = V
where pu is the probability that an alternative will have attribute fc. This
is a simple greedy heuristic that contains the optimal search strategy as a
special case.
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